younger son play the piano, and my older son practices his electric guitar in the living room as well. Family jam sessions in here are the norm on weekends!"

Channels Paper by Kelly Wearstler for Lee Jofa was placed in between original wood molding and coffered ceiling panels, further modernizing the historic space. Hollenbeck paired an English oak trestle table from the 1860s with Milo Baughman for Thayer Coggin dining chairs. Photographs by Robert ParkeHarrison, Dan Estabrook, and Masao Yamamoto float throughout the room, revealing her enthusiasm for collecting modern art. "Art is one of my passions, alongside interiors and fashion," says Hollenbeck. "I have collected photography since the age of 25, and more recently started collecting contemporary paintings as well."

The couple commissioned an abstract piece in shades of blue and orange by painter Victor Reyes for the master bedroom that set the tone for the color palette of the room. Hollenbeck then took inspiration from the painting’s geometric shapes to design custom cube-pattern tiles in the master bath that crawl from the floor up an accent wall, showcasing sconces by Matthew Studios. "I like the unexpected contrast of modern lighting against